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ABSTRACT: Early studies in which nitrogenase was freeze-trapped during
enzymatic turnover revealed the presence of high-spin (S = 3/2) electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signals from the active-site FeMo-cofactor (FeMo-
co) in electron-reduced intermediates of the MoFe protein. Historically denoted as
1b and 1c, each of the signals is describable as a fictitious spin system, S′ = 1/2,
with anisotropic g′ tensor, 1b with g′ = [4.21, 3.76, ?] and 1c with g′ = [4.69,
∼3.20, ?]. A clear discrepancy between the magnetic properties of 1b and 1c and
the kinetic analysis of their appearance during pre-steady-state turnover left their
identities in doubt, however. We subsequently associated 1b with the state having
accumulated 2[e−/H+], denoted as E2(2H), and suggested that the reducing
equivalents are stored on the catalytic FeMo-co cluster as an iron hydride, likely an
[Fe−H−Fe] hydride bridge. Intra-EPR cavity photolysis (450 nm; temperature-
independent from 4 to 12 K) of the E2(2H)/1b state now corroborates the identification of this state as storing two reducing
equivalents as a hydride. Photolysis converts E2(2H)/1b to a state with the same EPR spectrum, and thus the same cofactor
structure as pre-steady-state turnover 1c, but with a different active-site environment. Upon annealing of the photogenerated
state at temperature T = 145 K, it relaxes back to E2(2H)/1b. This implies that the 1c signal comes from an E2(2H) hydride
isomer of E2(2H)/1b that stores its two reducing equivalents either as a hydride bridge between a different pair of iron atoms or
an Fe−H terminal hydride.

■ INTRODUCTION
In the kinetic model for biological nitrogen fixation (Figure 1),
the reduction of N2 to 2NH3 by the enzyme nitrogenase

requires that the catalytic FeMo-cofactor (FeMo-co) of the
nitrogenase MoFe protein (Figure 2, left) accumulate 4[e−/H+]
(E4(4H) intermediate) before the NN bond is cleaved and
N2 is reduced to the level of diazene.1−3 We have shown that
the E4(4H) “Janus intermediate” stores its accumulated four

reducing equivalents as two [Fe−H−Fe] bridging hydrides,
with two protons likely bound to sulfides, as illustrated in
Figure 2.4−7 Storage of the reducing equivalents as bridging
hydrides enables the four steps of electron delivery in Figure 1
to take place at the constant potential of the [4Fe4S] cluster of
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Figure 1. Electron accumulation phase of the Lowe−Thorneley kinetic
scheme for nitrogen fixation, including hydride protonation relaxation
reactions that link the Kramers (half-integer spin) intermediates
depicted below. En represents the MoFe protein state in which the
catalytic FeMo-co cluster has accumulated n electrons from the Fe
protein cycle plus n protons. The n = 4 state is activated by reductive
elimination (re) of H2 to bind N2 and cleave the NN bond.

Figure 2. (Left) Structure of FeMo-co as presented in the E4(4H)
state, which contains four reducing equivalents stored as two [Fe−H−
Fe] bridging hydrides on the reactive face, plus two sulfur-bound
protons. (Right) Cartoon version of the FeMo-co reactive face.
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the electron-delivery nitrogenase Fe protein, which is in effect
increased in magnitude by the accompanying hydrolysis of two
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecules per electron. The
storage as hydride bridges also decreases the tendency to
“short-circuit” catalysis through sequential release of the
equivalents in two steps of hydride protonation with release
of H2 (Figure 1).

8 The heart of the mechanism of N2 reduction
is the step by which the enzyme in the stabilized E4(4H) state is
activated to bind N2 and cleave the NN bond: reductive
elimination (re) of the two hydrides of E4(4H) forms H2 bound
to a doubly reduced, activated FeMo-co core; displacement of
H2 by N2 then leads to the initial reduction of N2.

4,9 Among the
outstanding questions about the nitrogenase mechanism, we
here address the identity of additional intermediate states
associated with the electron-accumulation phase of the catalytic
cycle (Figure 1).
Early studies in which nitrogenase was freeze-trapped during

enzymatic turnover revealed the presence of high-spin (S = 3/2)
EPR signals from the active-site FeMo-co in electron-
accumulation intermediates of the MoFe protein. Historically
denoted as 1b and 1c, each of the signals is describable as a
fictitious spin system, S′ = 1/2, with anisotropic g′ tensors, 1b
with g′ = [4.21, 3.76, ?] and 1c with g′ = [4.69, ∼3.20, ?].10
These signals are distinct from the high-spin (S = 3/2) signal of
FeMo-co in the resting state of the enzyme, E0, denoted as 1a,
with g′ = [4.32, 3.66, 2.01], and from the one arising from a
recently discovered protonated form of E0, with g′ = [4.71, 3.30,
2.01].11 Although, as noted,11 this latter spectrum is quite
similar to that of 1c, the two differ not least in that the 1c signal
trapped during enzyme turnover and that from the protonated
resting-state enzyme have different measured g′ values: g2′ =
3.20 for 1c and 3.30 for protonated E0; consequently, for clarity,
we will here denote this latter state and its EPR signal as
E0(H

+)/1aH.
A clear discrepancy between the magnetic properties of 1b

and 1c and the kinetic analysis of their appearance during pre-
steady-state turnover under argon had left their identities in
doubt. The kinetics of signal 1b formation indicated “that it
arose after three electrons had been transferred to the MoFe
protein”, and the kinetics further indicated that signal 1c is
associated with the MoFe protein “in an even more-reduced
redox state than 1b”. However, as those investigators well
understood,10,12,13 FeMo-co of the E0 resting state is a Kramers
state (odd-electron count, half-integer spin, S = 3/2), and only
those electron-accumulation states in which FeMo-co had
acquired either two or four electrons, E2(2H) or E4(4H), could
exhibit such Kramers signals. The addition of three electrons to
E0 FeMo-co would instead produce a non-Kramers system
(even electron) that could not exhibit the half-integer spin signal
1b; as an argument against the possibility that only two of the
three electrons went to FeMo-co, no EPR signal from the
putative third electron could be detected. Nonetheless, in
stepping back from this discrepancy, one possible assignment
that was discussed for the 1b signal was as the E2(2H)
intermediate, but perhaps more attractive was a conformer
(possibly protonated) of FeMo-co at the E0 redox level13

presumably generated by the release of H2 from the E2 redox
level. Considering the state associated with the 1c signal, if it is
indeed even more reduced than 1b, its odd-electron signal must
then associate it with either E2(2H) or E4(4H), but conversely
it could be an E0 isomer/protonation state produced from a
reduced state by the loss of reducing equivalents through H2
production.

We subsequently freeze-trapped nitrogenase during turnover
of the MoFe V70I variant under argon and observed a low-spin
(S = 1/2; g = [2.150, 2.007, 1.965]) FeMo-co signal7 that was
identified as belonging to E4(4H) by cryoannealing, which
showed that this state relaxes to the resting state E0 in two
steps, each releasing H2 with a kinetic isotope effect, KIE ≳ 3
(Figure 1).6 Because annealing in the frozen solid precludes the
addition of electrons to the MoFe protein, this implied that this
state had accumulated four reducing equivalents, the E4(4H)
state (Figure 1). Thereafter, we showed that the identical
E4(4H) intermediate was trapped, along with E4(2N2H), when
a wild-type (WT) enzyme was frozen during turnover under
low N2 pressure. Cryoannealing of the freeze-trapped WT
turnover sample further showed that E2(2H) is associated with
the 1b signal.4,14 We proposed that E4(4H) converts to
E2(2H)/1b during cryoannealing by the loss of H2 through the
protonation of one bridging hydride by its “partner” proton,
leaving the second bridging hydride/proton pair bound to the
FeMo-co of E2(2H) (Figure 1).

4,6,15,16 However, isomerization
of the hydride during the process was not precluded.
The cryoannealing experiments also showed relaxation/loss

of the 1c signal with a strong KIE, but because of the very low
accumulation of this species during turnover, the product of
this relaxation could not be determined, leaving the assignment
of 1c unresolved. The similarity of the relaxation kinetics of 1c
with those of the 1b → 1a conversion during annealing led us
to tentatively propose that the intermediate corresponding to
the 1c signal represents an E2(2H) isomer of the E2(2H)/1b
state.14 However, an assignment of this Kramers signal to an
isomer of E4(4H) or E0 was not precluded.
The goal of this study was to test the identification of the

catalytic turnover intermediate 1b and to identify 1c. In
principle, 1,2H ENDOR of the E2/1b state could test the
proposed presence of an Fe hydride, either bridging or
terminal, but the low accumulation of this state during turnover
so far has forestalled such a test, while the even lower
accumulation of 1c (Figure 3) totally precludes its examination
by ENDOR. Instead, we have exploited the well-known
photochemical reactivity of metal−hydrogen bonds in metal
hydride complexes.17,18 We have already shown that the
hydrides of the E4(4H) dihydride intermediate are photolabile
upon excitation by 450 nm light at cryogenic temperatures,19,20

and we thus postulated that a single hydride in 1b, presumed to
be a bridge, would likewise reveal itself by its photolability, in
analogy to the well-known photoreactivity of the hydride in the
Ni−C state of Ni−Fe hydrogenase.21 We here report that low-
temperature (4−12 K) intra-EPR-cavity photolysis demon-
strates the presence of such a photolabile hydride in 1b, thus
corroborating its proposed assignment to an E2(2H) state in
which the two reductive equivalents are stored as a hydride.
Relaxation of the photoproduct during annealing of the still-
frozen samples at more elevated temperatures leads to the
assignment of 1c FeMo-co as an isomer of the E2(2H)/1b
cofactor that also stores its two reducing equivalents as hydrides
but with a different binding mode, either a bridge between a
different pair of iron atoms or a terminal hydride.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
General Methods. All chemical reagents were obtained from

Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals (St. Louis, MO) and used without further
purification. Argon gas was purchased from Air Liquide America
Specialty Gases LLC (Plumsteadville, PA) and passed through an
activated copper catalyst to remove trace O2 contamination prior to
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use. The WT MoFe and Fe proteins used in this study were expressed
and purified from Azotobacter vinelandii cells grown from stains DJ995
and DJ884, respectively.22,23 The purities of both proteins were
confirmed to be greater than 95% by sodium dodecyl sulfate−
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS−PAGE) using Coomassie
blue staining. Handling of proteins and buffers was done in septum-
sealed serum vials under an argon atmosphere or on a Schlenk vacuum
line. All liquids were transferred using gastight syringes. The “D2O”
samples were prepared by exchanging and concentrating the MoFe
protein in a turnover buffer prepared with D2O (D% ≥ 90%).
Preparation of Samples for EPR and Intra-EPR Cavity

Photolysis. The samples for cryogenic photolysis and annealing
after photolysis were prepared in a H2O or D2O solution containing a
MgATP regeneration system (13 mM ATP, 15 mM MgCl2, 20 mM
phosphocreatine, 2.0 mg/mL bovine serum albumin, and 0.3 mg/mL
creatine phosphokinase) in a 200 mM 3-morpholinopropane-1-
sulfonic acid buffer at pH or pD 7.4 with 50 mM dithionite under
argon. The MoFe protein was added to a final concentration of ∼50
μM. Turnover of the enzyme was initiated by the addition of Fe
protein to a final concentration of ∼75 μM. After about 25−30 s of
incubation at room temperature, about 300 μL of the reaction mixture
was transferred to a 4 mm calibrated X-band EPR tube and rapidly
frozen in a hexane slurry (∼179 K) before being stored in liquid
nitrogen (∼77 K). The samples were shipped on dry ice before being
restored in liquid nitrogen for EPR, photolysis, and further
experiments.
To test whether the 1c* species was trapped or not during

nitrogenase turnover, the samples were prepared in a solution similar
to that described above at pH or pD 7.3 with a final concentration of
MoFe protein of ∼50 μM and a final concentration of Fe protein of

∼60 μM. To minimize any possible annealing processes, the reaction
mixtures were incubated for ∼18 s at room temperature before being
rapidly frozen in a pentane slurry (∼142 K), then transferred to liquid
nitrogen within seconds, and stored and shipped in liquid nitrogen.

EPR Spectroscopy, Intra-EPR-Cavity Photolysis, and Cry-
oannealing. X-band EPR spectra were obtained on a Bruker ESP 300
spectrometer equipped with an Oxford Instruments ESR 900
continuous-liquid-helium-flow system. Spectra were recorded at the
following conditions (if not specified): temperature, 3.8 K; microwave
frequency, ∼9.36 GHz; microwave power, 2 mW; modulation
amplitude, 9 G; time constant, 160 ms; field sweep speed, 28 G/s.
Intra-EPR-cavity irradiation of a sample placed inside the cryostat was
performed with a Thorlabs Inc. (Newton, NJ) PL450B, 450 nm, 80
mW Osram laser diode mounted on the cavity access port.
Cryoannealing protocol involved multiple steps in which the sample
frozen in liquid nitrogen was rapidly warmed by immersion in a
pentane bath held at the annealing temperature for a fixed time and
then cooled back to 77 K by immersion in liquid nitrogen.
Overlapping signals 1a and 1b in the obtained spectra were
decomposed as previously described.12 Data points of the E2/1b
state were obtained as the intensity of the 1b signal g2 feature
measured as the peak-to-peak height and normalized to its maximum
before irradiation. Data points for changes in the 1c signal (denoted in
the text as 1c*) were obtained as the intensity of the resolved g1
feature, normalized for kinetic plots as corresponding to the observed
photoinduced 1b → 1c* conversion and shown after preirradiation
background subtraction.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1b Photolysis. Figure 3A displays the low-field region of
the EPR spectrum of WT nitrogenase freeze-quenched during
turnover under argon. As indicated by the decomposition into
component signals, the spectrum is a superposition of partially
overlapping signals 1a and 1b, with an additional, weaker
contribution from 1c. Figure 3B shows that intra-EPR-cavity
450 nm irradiation at 4 K causes a decrease in the E2/1b signal
with a concomitant increase in the signal of E2/1c, while the
E0/1a signal of the resting state is unchanged by the
illumination.
Our earlier conclusion that 1b is the E2(2H) state with its

reducing equivalents stored as a bound hydride4,6,9 is
corroborated by the observation that the E2/1b state is
photoactive, like inorganic hydride complexes,17,18 the [Fe−
H−Fe] bridging hydrides of the E4(4H) state of nitro-
genase,19,20 and the [Ni−H−Fe] bridging hydrides of the
Ni−C state of NiFe hydrogenase.21 As noted above, the earlier
cryoannealing study of E4(4H) implied that the hydride of E2/
1b adopts a [Fe−H−Fe] bridging structure, and it will be thus
described in this report. However, we note that this assignment
will need further testing.
Photolysis of nitrogenase freeze-trapped during turnover

converts E2(2H)/1b to a state with an identical EPR spectrum
and thus the FeMo-co structure as 1c, but with a different
active-site environment, as we discuss below. For clarity, we
thus denote the photogenerated signal, 1c*. A number of
possible hydride photoreactions of E2(2H)/1b can be
envisaged, each leading to a different structure for the 1c/1c*
FeMo-co cluster, as illustrated in Scheme 1:25 (i) isomerization
of the hydride bridge; (ii) conversion to a terminal hydride;
(iii) photochemical transfer of H+ to a sulfide, forming FeMo-
co with a doubly reduced core and two H+ ions bound to sulfur
atoms; photoinduced hydride protonation (iv) to generate an
H2 complex of E0 or to form (v) E0 or a metastable resting-state
conformer, denoted as E0′ upon H2 release or (vi) a protonated

Figure 3. (A) EPR spectrum of WT argon turnover in H2O with the
shown decomposition into the three signals 1a, 1b, and 1c. (B)
Changes in the EPR spectrum after 20 min of irradiation of the sample
with 450 nm laser-diode light at 4 K. The lower trace is the difference
of spectra before and after irradiation, and it shows only 1b and 1c*
EPR features. Nonphotolabile species with EPR signals around 1200 G
were previously suggested to come from an oxidized P-cluster in the S
= 7/2 state.

24
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resting state, E0(H
+). An analogous “wheel” could be drawn,

assuming E2(2H)/1b to instead contain a terminal hydride.
The observation that photolysis of 1b induces conversion to

1c, rather than causing an increase in the E0/1a signal,
establishes that photolysis does not induce hydride protonation
and conversion to E0/1a through the release of H2 (reaction v,
Scheme 1). The EPR spectrum of the 1c photoproduct is
identical with that of 1c freeze-trapped during turnover, so both
signals must be associated with the same FeMo-co state.
However, for reasons that will become clear below, we will
henceforth denote the photogenerated signal as 1c*.
Photolysis Progress Curves. To obtain progress curves

for both the photoinduced loss of 1b and the appearance of
1c*, we collected complete spectra at multiple times during
irradiation and measured the intensities of the two species as a
function of the photolysis time. As shown in Figure 4, at every
time during photolysis, the increase in the 1c* signal
corresponds to the loss of 1b, as normalized to the value of

1b at t = 0, and thus the rate parameters for the increase in the
1c signal necessarily correspond to those for the loss of 1b. This
indicates that photoexcitation of 1b causes the 1b → 1c*
conversion as a single kinetic step without buildup of an
intermediate state. The progress curves are independent of the
temperature for photolysis between 4 and 12 K (Figure S1),
and a comparison of samples prepared in H2O and D2O,
furthermore, shows that the rates of disappearance of 1b and
the appearance of 1c* exhibit an equivalent photolysis KIE =
τ(D2O)/τ(H2O) ∼ 3.2, indicating that the transformation
involves proton(s) motion in the rate-limiting step.
For completeness, we note that this process is necessarily

different from the photolytically induced reductive elimination
of the two hydrides of E4(4H) to release H2.

19,20 To
complement this chemical difference, the latter process shows
a much larger KIE ∼ 10, indicating the significance of tunneling
in the H2 formation.

Thermal Relaxation. Discrimination among alternatives
presented in Scheme 1 is achieved by analyzing the relaxation
of the photogenerated 1c* during annealing of the still-frozen
samples at more elevated temperatures. Frozen WT enzyme
samples turned over in H2O and D2O buffers were freeze-
trapped, irradiated with 450 nm light at 4−12 K, then annealed
briefly in the solid state at successively higher temperatures, and
cooled for examination at each step. This protocol showed that
the 1c* product of 1b photolysis is stable at 77 K and
quantitatively relaxes to 1b at 145 K (Figure 5). This

temperature at which thermal relaxation occurs represents a
key difference between the E2/1c state trapped during turnover
and the 1c* state generated by photolysis: although the
photogenerated state 1c* has an EPR spectrum identical with
that of the 1c state trapped during turnover, the turnover-
generated state only relaxes during cryoannealing at T ≳ 230 K,
in contrast to relaxation of the photogenerated 1c* back to 1b
at T = 145 K.
Because the identical E2/1c and E2/1c* EPR spectra imply

that they share the same FeMo-co state, we infer that the
significant difference in the relaxation temperatures is caused by
a difference in the FeMo-co surroundings in the 1c and 1c*
states. When intermediate 1c is trapped by freeze-quenching
during turnover, the cofactor is surrounded by its own

Scheme 1. “Wheel” of Alternative Photoprocesses for a
(Bridging) Hydride of E2(2H)

Figure 4. Progress curves of the 1b→ 1c* conversion observed during
irradiation with 450 nm diode-laser light at 4 K for WT argon turnover
in H2O and D2O. Photoinduced decays of the EPR signal 1b are fitted
as stretched exponentials, exp[−(t/τ)m] with τ = 452 s and m = 0.45
for H2O and τ = 1463 s and m = 0.56 for D2O. The change of the EPR
signal 1c* is shown as corresponding to [1−1b(t)] kinetics (dotted
lines), thus confirming that conversion corresponds to a single kinetic
step.

Figure 5. Progress curves of the EPR signals 1b and 1c* during 145 K
cryoannealing of photolyzed WT Ar turnover samples in H2O and
D2O. Recoveries of the 1b signal are fitted as stretched exponentials
with m = 0.65 and τ = 83 min for H2O and τ = 174 min for D2O. Solid
lines showing changes of the 1c* signal are guides for the eye.
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(cognate) equilibrium environment, but low-temperature
irradiation of 1b instead generates 1c* with the cofactor
trapped in the noncognate equilibrium environment of 1b. The
two environments likely differ in the conformation and/or
protonation state of the adjacent amino acid H195, which has
long been assigned a role as a donor in proton delivery to the
cofactor.26,27 We propose that the difference in the environ-
ments changes the relaxation activation energetics and, hence,
the onset temperature for relaxation. In support of the
importance of H195 in modulating the relaxation of 1c/1c*,
we find that the 1b state trapped during turnover of the MoFe
V70A/H195Q variant shows a much diminished photolability
plausibly because enhanced relaxation diminishes the net
quantum yield.
A detailed discussion of the relaxation kinetics of Figure 5 is

presented below, after the assignment of 1c/1c*.
Identity of 1c/1c*. Regarding the nature of the FeMo-co

state giving rise to the 1c/1c* EPR signal, the first thing to note
is that this signal cannot come from a state more reduced than
1b. There is no possible means for photolysis of E2(2H)/1b in
the frozen solid to introduce the two additional electrons
needed to create a more reduced, EPR-active state. Conversely,
1c* cannot be a form of the resting-state FeMo-co, E0′,
generated by photoinduced protonation of the 1b hydride by its
partner protons bound to a sulfide, to form H2. Regardless of
whether the resulting H2 remained bound as an H2 complex of
FeMo-co in the resting oxidation state (Scheme 1, reaction iv)
or was released to form a metastable E0 conformational state,
E0′ (reaction v), the E0 oxidation state neither stably binds nor
reacts with H2 and so could not regenerate E2(2H)/1b during
annealing but instead would relax to E0. Photolysis could not
have caused (vi) protonation of the hydride by a protein
residue or a water, leaving the protonated resting state, E0(H

+)/
1aH. As noted above, the EPR signal of this state, although
similar, is distinct from that of 1c/1c*, and in any case, for the
above reasons, a protonated resting state could not regenerate
E2(2H)/1b during annealing of the frozen solid.
These considerations indicate that 1c/1c* must be associated

with an E2(2H) state that is isomeric to 1b, with 1c* generated
by one of the hydride reactions, reactions i−iii of Scheme 1. Of
these, reaction iii can also be ruled out. The 1c signal could not
have been generated by photolytic conversion of a hydride to a
proton bound to a sulfide, creating a doubly reduced FeMo-co
core, because we recently20 detected the signal from this state;
it is low-spin, S = 1/2, with g = [2.098, 2.000, 1.956], not S = 3/2
(S′ = 1/2) like 1c/1c*. By elimination, 1c/1c* must be a hydride
isomer of E2/1b: photolysis of the [Fe−H−Fe] bridge of E2/1b
produces E2/1c* with the hydride either bridging a different
pair of iron atoms (reaction i) or having converted to a terminal
hydride (reaction ii). An analogous wheel and hydride-isomer
alternatives could be drawn for 1b with a terminal hydride.
Cryoannealing Relaxation Kinetics of Photogenerated

1c*. Considering the kinetics of thermal relaxation of 1c* →
1b (Figure 5) in more detail, the recovery of 1b at 145 K is
monotonic and shows KIE ∼ 2. As is true during the photolysis
process, at no time during the annealing does the amplitude of
the E0/1a signal change, so the reducing equivalents originally
stored in 1b are not lost during 1c* relaxation through the
release of H2 with the formation of E0. In short, the major
reaction during annealing is the 1c* → 1b thermal relaxation.
However, the progress curve for 1c* loss is more

complicated than the curve for 1b recovery. The amplitude of
the 1c* signal quickly rises during the first few minutes of

annealing, and it then disappears with a rate constant and KIE
similar to those of the 1b recovery. We attribute the initial
phase in the 1c* progress curve to the rapid formation of 1c*
by the relaxation of an additional minor photoproduct whose S
= 1/2 EPR spectrum we have observed, namely, that photolysis
of 1b not only generates 1c*, which anneals slowly back to 1b
at ∼145 K, but also generates this minor product that relaxes
rapidly at ∼145 K to 1c*, instead of returning to 1b.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Early work described two S = 3/2 EPR signals, 1b and 1c,
associated with electron-accumulation intermediates in the
nitrogenase catalytic cycle, En, 1 ≤ n ≤ 4 (Figure 1), but
without determining the value of n or the structure for
either.1,10 In the present work, low-temperature photolysis (4−
12 K) of freeze-quenched turnover samples corroborates our
assignment of 1b as the E2(2H) state, which has accumulated
two reducing equivalents stored as a hydride bound to FeMo-
co, likely as an [Fe−H−Fe] bridge. The photoproduct of 1b
photolysis (denoted as 1c*) has an EPR spectrum, and thus a
FeMo-co structure, identical with that of 1c. However, the two
differ in their thermal relaxation, the result of differences in the
active-site environment that arise from the different modes of
preparation. Analysis of the relaxation of 1c* back to 1b at 145
K reveals that 1c/1c* also is an E2(2H) state in which FeMo-co
stores the two reducing equivalents as a bound hydride but with
a different binding mode for the hydride, most likely as a bridge
between a different pair of iron atoms, or a terminal Fe−H
hydride, as formed by photoreactions i or ii of Scheme 1. This
finding can also be viewed in terms of an issue that we had
discussed recently:9 how many electrons can be added to the
metal-ion core of FeMo-co before hydride formation is required
to enable further electron delivery from the “constant-potential”
Fe protein? The assignments of 1b and 1c show that, upon the
delivery of two electrons to the cluster [E2(2H)], the electrons
are stored as a hydride, and the core formally remains at its
resting-state valency. This allows the accumulation of the
additional two electrons necessary for N2 reduction, which, in
fact, are initially stored as the second hydride of E4(4H).
Conversely, it confirms that the FeMo-co metal ion core cannot
be doubly reduced except at the E4 state through the re of H2.

4,9

Rapid freezing of turnover nitrogenase yields samples with
significant, but relatively modest, differences in the occupancy
ratio, 1b/1c ∼ (2−3)/1 (Figure 3A), which indicates that the
1c conformer is only slightly higher in energy, ∼1−2 kcal/mol.
This suggests that the two hydride conformers are able to
readily interconvert during fluid-solution turnover. In contrast,
in freeze-trapped samples, we have only detected one form of
the key E4(4H) Janus intermediate,

4,6 suggesting that this single
conformer is “tuned” to carry out re of the hydrides and the
subsequent binding/reduction of N2 with a loss of H2.

4,9
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